Abstract-Transmission policy, in addition to topology control, routing, and MAC protocols, can play a vital role in extending network lifetime. Existing transmission policies, however, cause an extremely unbalanced energy usage that contributes to early demise of some sensors reducing overall network's lifetime drastically. Considering cocentric rings around the sink, we decompose the transmission distance of traditional multihop scheme into two parts: ring thickness and hop size, analyze the traffic and energy usage distribution among sensors and determine how energy usage varies and critical ring shifts with hop size. Based on above observations, we propose a transmission scheme and determine the optimal ring thickness and hop size by formulating network lifetime as an optimization problem. Numerical results show substantial improvements in terms of network lifetime and energy usage distribution over existing policies. Two other variations of this policy are also presented by redefining the optimization problem considering: 1) concomitant hop size variation by sensors over lifetime along with optimal duty cycles, and 2) a distinct set of hop sizes for sensors in each ring. Both variations bring increasingly uniform energy usage with lower critical energy and further improves lifetime. A heuristic for distributed implementation of each policy is also presented.
mechanisms. Recent studies show that, in addition to these techniques, choosing appropriate transmission policy [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] for transporting sensor data to the designated sink plays a crucial role in limiting lifetime as nodes spend most of their energy for radio transmission and reception. However, much attention has not been given in this area. With the aim to improve overall network lifetime, a transmission policy should have following features:
1. Multihop: Transmission power increases exponentially by the th power of distance, where 2 4 is the path loss factor. Single-hop transmission of data to the sink causes rapid depletion of energy for long range applications. Thus, an energy efficient transmission policy is necessarily multihoping.
Variable transmission range: Multihop transmission
with fixed transmission range creates hot spots since a small number of nodes near the sink need to relay all the incoming traffic from the outer nodes, hence die out quickly reducing the network's lifetime drastically even though many nodes still have considerable amount of residual energy. Varying transmission range over time attains more uniform traffic and energy usage distribution among sensors. 3. Energy balanced duty cycles: The number of cycles nodes use a particular transmission range is crucial to achieve balanced energy usage among sensors.
Thus, a transmission policy should optimally determine duty cycles for each transmission range with the objective to maximize overall network lifetime. 4. Regularity: Scheduling sensors avoiding interference needs a great deal of effort [17] . The transmission ranges and associated duty cycles to be used by sensors should maintain certain pattern so that a set of noninterfering nodes can be scheduled together.
Bhardwaj et al. [13] studied the upper bound on the lifetime of a sensor network by finding an optimal hop distance to send a packet from sensor to the sink to minimize total energy usage along the path. The authors considered uniform relay traffic on the intermediate nodes along the multihop path. But this study is of limited use since in WSNs, relay traffic is higher on nodes closer to the sink than nodes near the boundary. Mhatre and Rosenberg [14] studied single-hop (SH) and multihop (MH) transmissions and obtained an optimal transmission distance for MH communication. A hybrid of SH and MH transmission was also proposed and the optimal ratio of the number of data cycles operated in these two modes over the network lifetime was obtained. Efthymiou et al. [15] also proposed a hybrid of SH and MH transmission to attain balanced energy usage among sensor nodes. Both in [14] and [15] , the authors divided the network into cocentric circular rings. In [14] , all sensors follow the same ratio in the number of SH and MH transmissions, while the ratio is ring wise different in [15] .
While ring-based approach together with the optimal transmission distance seems attractive, fixed transmission distance and sending data only one ring forward in MH transmission contribute to the collapse of the innermost ring and result in highly nonuniform energy drainage which ultimately reduces lifetime. With the aim to maximize network lifetime and achieve better energy usage distribution among sensors, this paper makes the following contributions. First, assuming cocentric rings around the sink, we express transmission distance in terms of ring thickness and hop size (number of rings a sensor forward its traffic toward the sink during each transmission) and obtain their optimal values to maximize network lifetime. Second, detail mathematical analysis of traffic distribution over the rings is presented as a function of ring thickness and hop size. Third, energy usage distribution and how the critical energy changes with hop size variation are analyzed. Finally, on the basis of the above findings, we propose three transmission policies, namely, fixed hop size (FHS), synchronous variable hop size (SVHS), and asynchronous variable hop size (AVHS) transmissions. These transmission policies differ in terms of their degree of flexibility in using variable transmission ranges and their associated duty cycles among sensor nodes. Moreover, we presented distributed heuristics for SVHS and AVHS transmissions, namely, heuristic-SVHS (H-SVHS) and heuristic-AVHS (H-AVHS), respectively, by exploiting the inherent energy usage distribution pattern among sensors for varying hop sizes. Performance analysis shows substantial improvement of network lifetime over the existing SH, MH, and their hybrid transmission policies irrespective of network parameters. Energy usage is more uniformly distributed over the rings and critical energy per data cycle is reduced significantly in our policies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the system models and formally define transmission policy as a problem. We review SH, MH, and their hybrid transmissions in Section 3. In Section 4, we propose our transmission policies: FHS, SVHS, and AVHS transmissions together with vigorous analytical formulation. Section 5 presents the distributed heuristics for SVHS and AVHS transmissions. The performance of the proposed policies has been illustrated in Section 6, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
THE MODELS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider sensors are randomly and uniformly deployed in a region where each sensor measures the value of some spatial function (say, temperature and/or air quality) and the sensed data are sent to the sink. We are interested in obtaining energy efficient transmission policy so that the overall network lifetime is maximized.
Network Model
We consider a WSN where a number of sensors are randomly and uniformly deployed over the network area. Let E init be the initial energy storage in a sensor node. We formulate our transmission policies for a circle sector having radius R and angle at the sink as shown in Fig. 1 and consists of n sensors. The motivation behind such consideration is that, any polygonal-shaped network area could be approximated by such circle sectors [15] . Moreover, in clustered network, a cluster can be approximated by one or more circle sectors [14] , [16] . We divide the whole sensor field into a set of lð¼ R=wÞ cocentric circular ring areas having ring thickness of w, as shown in Fig. 1 . A sensor "s" having distance d s from the sink is located in ring C i , if and only if ði À 1Þw < d s iw. Since the number of sensors in a certain region is proportional to the size of the area, the number of sensors located in ring C i , denoted by Nði; wÞ, and the number of sensors located in rings C iþ1 to C l , i.e., at the outer rings relative to ring C i , denoted byÑði; wÞ, are given by (1) and (2), respectively,
Nði; wÞ ¼ ðR
Sensors measure parameters like temperature, air quality or any physical events at the surrounding environment and data generated thereby are sent toward the sink. The amount of data generated depends on the event detected and we assume that p k is the probability that a sensor senses kth event (among m events) within its vicinity during a data cycle and once detected generates & k amount of data. During network lifetime, which is a considerably long period, events take place uniformly over the network area and the on average data generation by a sensor per data cycle can be estimated as 
We decompose the transmission distance of traditional multihop communication into ring thickness and hop size. The hop size, denoted by 2 f1; 2; . . . ; lg, is the the maximum number of rings a node forwards its data in a single transmission toward the sink. The transmission distance of a sensor in ring C i , denoted by xði; w; Þ, is an integral multiple of ring thickness w and will be determined by its ring index i and hop size .
Energy Consumption Model
The energy model specifies the energy consumption by sensor node during various operations such as radio transmission, reception, sensing, and computing. The energy spent for sensing and computing is relatively small, periodic, and same for all sensors in a particular WSN. Therefore, for simplicity, we adopt the energy model as in [14] considering the energy spent for radio transmission and reception that has direct impact on the choice of transmission policy. Let ' t and ' r be the amount of energy consumptions to transmit (to a distance d) and receive one bit of data, respectively, and are defined as
where 2 4 is the path loss factor, is the energy/bit needed to run the transceiver circuit, and is the energy consumed in amplifier circuit to transmit data.
Network Connectivity
Two important metrics for WSNs are connectivity and coverage. Deterministic sensor deployment may not often be feasible due to environmental constraint and thus network coverage and connectivity are probabilistic measures. For the nodes to successfully use multihop communication, it is necessary to ensure that at least the condition for node connectivity is met. Sufficient condition for node connectivity (with and without having coverage) considering random deployment of sensor nodes has been studied in [19] . For n sensor nodes randomly deployed over a unit area, each having transmission range rðnÞ, the probability of node connectivity is given by [19, Lemma 3 .1]
Normalizing the above relation for n sensor nodes deployed over the sector having area 1 2 R 2 instead of unit area and the desired probability for network connectivity being at least p con , the minimum transmission range required by each sensor, denoted as r con ð¼ rðnÞÞ, is given by
Problem Statement
In mission critical applications, network lifetime is defined as the number of complete data cycles before the first sensor node runs out of energy [14] , [16] , [20] . Due to the energy constraint of individual sensor node, lifetime of a WSN is bounded by a finite number of data cycles. Ideally, we require that almost all the nodes in the network expire at about the same time. This ensures that very little residual energy is left when the system becomes unusable, i.e., when coverage/connectivity is lost. But achieving uniform distribution of energy usage among sensor nodes with improved network lifetime still remains a challenge. Sensors having the highest rate of energy usages per data cycle, denoted as critical nodes, limit the overall network lifetime. In this paper, we formulate transmission policies with the aim to achieve extended network lifetime through increasingly uniform distribution of energy usage among sensors.
In each transmission policy, we determine a vector É ¼ ½ŵ;V whereŵ is the optimally determined ring thickness andV ¼ fð;@Þg is the set of pairs consisting of optimal hop size and respective duty cycle@. Let s ðŵ;;@Þ be the amount of energy usage by the sensor "s" over@ data cycles to send self-generated as well as relay traffic while using ring thicknessŵ and hop size. Here and in subsequent formulations, the subscript "s" refers to parameters related to a single sensor. Then the total energy consumed by the sensor under the transmission policy É is defined as The lifetime of the network under transmission policy É, denoted byL É , is defined as the sum of duty cycles inV so that s ðÉÞ is less than or equal to the initial energy E init for each sensor "s". The lifetime maximization thus can be formulated as the following optimization problem:
With same initial energy, the lifetime achievable for a WSN depends highly on the transmission policy É.
TRANSMISSION POLICY REVIEW
In this section, we review three notable works found in the literature addressing transmission policy.
Characteristic Distance for Transmission
To find the optimal transmission distance at each hop that minimizes the total energy usage along the path, in [13] , a data link between a radio transmitter and a receiver separated by D meters are divided into K subpaths by introducing (K À 1) intervening relay nodes. The authors have shown that, for given D and the number of hops K, the overall energy dissipation along the path is minimum when length of all the subpaths are made equal to D/K and the optimal number of hops is given by
where the distance d char , called the characteristic distance, is independent of D and is given by
The above study assumes uniform relay traffic on the intermediate nodes along the multihop path which is not valid in WSN. The study focuses on one source-destination pair at a time without taking into account the many-to-one communication paradigm of WSNs where relay traffic is much higher on the nodes closer to the sink than that of the nodes near the network boundary.
Energy Balanced Data Propagation
Energy balanced data propagation in wireless sensor networks has been studied in [15] where the average per sensor energy dissipation during the entire lifetime is the same for all the sensors in the network. Once generated, a sensor sends data either one hop closer to the sink or directly to the sink. In [15] , the authors assume the network area as a cycle sector with the sink at the center. The cycle sector is divided into ring sectors or "slices" with each slice having thickness r. For balancing load and spreading energy dissipation evenly among sensors, a sensor in ring sector T i forwards data to T iÀ1 (i.e., the next sector toward the sink) with probability p i , while with probability 1 À p i it transmits data directly to the sink. There is a trade-off for choosing p i : 1) if p i increases then transmissions tend to happen locally, thus energy consumption per transmission is low; however, sensors close to the sink tend to be overused since more data pass through them, and 2) on the other hand, if p i decreases, distant transmission by a sensor increases resulting in higher energy drainage by a sensor per transmission. The authors formulated a recursive relation to determine such probabilities for each ring sectors that guarantee energy balanced data propagation. Moreover, the authors also presented a close form estimate of p i [15, Theorem 5] considering energy consumption for transmission operation only. Similar approaches for the hybrid of SH and MH transmissions are also considered in [21] and [22] , where the authors assume varying event detection rates and initial sensor energies for sensors in different ring sectors, and propose algorithms to find the probabilities of using SH and MH modes at different sectors considering path loss factor ¼ 2 and energy consumption for transmission only. In addition, in [22] , the authors propose a "blind energy balanced data propagation" algorithm where the probability of the occurrence of events at different ring sectors is assumed not to be known a priori and is determined adaptively at the sensor nodes based on stochastic estimation methods.
Although the scheme attains balanced energy usage among sensors, use of either direct transmission to the sink or only one ring forward toward the sink results in overall energy inefficiency. Instead, better energy efficiency is expected when a combination of various hop sizes is used. Moreover, the authors do not mention about the optimal transmission range during multihop transmission. In the next section, we review SH, MH, and their hybrid transmission policies [14] , where a close form optimal ratio among duty cycles for both communication modes as well as the optimal transmission distance during multihop transmission are presented considering both the transmission and reception energies.
Single Hop, Multihop, and Hybrid Transmissions
In [14] , the authors analyzed the SH, MH, and their hybrid transmission policies. The authors assumed a heterogeneous WSN divided into clusters and each cluster region is circular with the cluster head (sink) at the center. The whole cluster is divided into cocentric rings around the sink and sensors send their data toward the sink using single hop or multihop or combination of them.
In SH transmission, a sensor sends data directly to the sink (see Fig. 1 ). It is found that, in SH transmission, a significant amount of energy remains unused in sensors residing in rings C 1 to C lÀ1 while sensors in the farthest ring C l is out of energy. A sensor in ring C i needs to send data to a distance of iw on average to reach the sink directly, hence energy usages in each data cycle are
In MH communication in [14] , data are relayed by a number of intermediate nodes on the way from the source node to the sink with one ring forward toward the sink at each hop (see Fig. 1 ). Here, nodes close to the sink (in C 1 ) need to relay all data coming from the sensors in the outer rings (C 2 to C l ) and thus consume energy faster than sensors of any other rings, hence are the critical nodes. Using energy model as in Section 2.2, energy consumed by a sensor in ring C i in each data cycle is
The authors find an optimal transmission distanceŵ MH (equal to the ring thickness) that minimizes the critical energy per data cycle, hence maximizes the network lifetime for MH transmission and is given bŷ
As illustrated later in Fig. 5 (Section 6), in MH transmission energy dissipation rate among sensors decreases exponentially with their distance from the sink. As a result, in contrast to SH transmission, a significant amount of residual energy remains unused in sensors located at rings C 2 to C l while sensors in critical ring C 1 starts dying. The authors also showed that, single hop is the better choice over multihop transmission for path loss factor ¼ 2 and vice versa for ¼ 4. Observing the two opposite energy decay characteristics a hybrid of single and multihop transmission policies was proposed in [14] , and a unique ratio of the number of single hop, n SH and multihop, n MH data cycles as in (12) was obtained that would be followed by sensors in all rings.
where Á MH ¼ s ð1; MHÞ À s ðl; MHÞ and
Although hybrid transmission policy makes energy drainage in both ring C 1 and C l equal to the critical energy, energy usage by sensors still falls exponentially from ring C 2 (and from C lÀ1 ) to the middle ring. This leaves substantial residual energy in l À 2 number of rings out of total l rings and thus the policy fails to achieve good energy usage distribution. Moreover, the network lifetime improvement is very insignificant (see Fig. 6 ).
While multihop scheme seems attractive, using a fixed transmission distance and sending data only one ring forward as in [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] contribute to the collapse of the innermost ring and result in highly nonuniform energy drainage. In the following, we present a transmission policy where data are forwarded by a hop size of multiple rings instead of one, and the optimum hop size and ring thickness are determined by formulating and optimizing the network lifetime as a function of hop size and ring thickness. Fig. 1 shows the data transmission for hop size 3, where nodes in ring C 4 to C l¼5 transmit data three rings forward and nodes in ring C 1 to C 3 send data directly to the sink. Two other variations of this scheme are also presented by redefining the optimization problem that allows variation of hop sizes and respective duty cycles over lifetime. Detail mathematical analysis of traffic distribution and energy usage in each ring and network lifetime formulation in each scheme are presented below.
Traffic Model
In this section, we present an analytical model for the distribution of relay traffic among the sensor nodes. We assume the network model as described in Section 2.1. Let Iði; w; Þ be the cumulative incoming traffic in each data cycle on all Nði; wÞ sensors in ring C i for given ring thickness w and hop size . The total incoming traffic on all sensors of ring C i is the sum of incoming traffic on sensors in ring C iþ and the total data generated by all sensors in ring C iþ . Note that, data sent by sensors of ring C l are received by sensors in ring Cl-, hence, there is no incoming traffic on sensors located in rings C lÀþ1 to C l . Thus, we can define Iði; w; Þ as the following recurrence relation:
The total incoming traffic would be distributed among Nði; wÞ sensors in ring C i . So the average incoming traffic on each individual sensor of ring C i per data cycle is I s ði; w; Þ ¼ Iði; w; Þ Nði; wÞ :
Solution of the above recursive equation gives:
From (14), it is trivial that, for a given ring thickness w and hop size , incoming traffic on a sensor decreases with increasing ring index i.
Energy Consumption and Critical Ring
Here we derive the energy consumption by a sensor for the traffic model proposed in Section 4.1. We also determine the critical ring, the ring with the highest rate of energy consumption per sensor per data cycle, and the critical energy. A sensor in ring C i transmits data rings forward toward the sink if i ! and i rings if i < in a single transmission. Thus, its transmission distance is given by
In each data cycle, a sensor in C i transmits self-generated s data as well as relay I s ði; w; Þ traffic. Thus, the energy consumption is
where V ði; w; Þ is the energy consumption by a sensor in ring C i per data cycle at unit data generation rate ( s is normalized to unity) and its value depends on the ring index i, ring thickness w, and hop size for given energy parameters (, , and ) and network parameters (R, , and n) and can be determined using (14), (15), and (16). The above equation leads to the following observations. For i ! , relay traffic I s ði; w; Þ decreases with increasing ring index i while transmission distance w remains same; hence the energy consumption by a sensor in ring C is the maximum among sensors of rings C to C l . For sensors in rings i , incoming load I s ði; w; Þ decreases and transmission distance iw increases with the increasing ring index i. Due to these two opposite effects, the ring whose sensors have maximum energy consumption per data cycle among sensors in rings C 1 to C depends on energy parameters (; ), path loss factor , ring thickness w, and hop size . However, for a given ring thickness w and hop size , the maximum per sensor energy consuming ring (i.e., the critical ring) is one among C 1 to C . In this regards, further analysis gives following theorem.
Theorem 1. Given a ring thickness w and hop size ð>1Þ:
w , the critical ring is C 1 ; otherwise it is C . Both C 1 and C become critical rings when the equality holds; 2. for À2þ1 À1 ¼ 4 w and > 2, there exists a ring C i , (1 < i <) such that e s ð1; w; Þ > Á Á Á > e s ði; w; Þ and e s ði; w; Þ < Á Á Á < e s ðl; w; Þand "i" is obtained as the ceiling of the root of the equation
The above observation on energy distribution and critical ring, and Theorem 1 led us to develop the following transmission policies by formulating optimization problems to find the optimal ring thickness and hop size (or set of hop sizes) so that overall network lifetime is extended. The proposed transmission policies achieve increasingly uniform energy usage among sensors by exploiting varying degree of freedom in choosing hop sizes by sensors at various rings.
Fixed Hop Size Transmission
Considering cocentric rings around the sink, we propose a new approach by decomposing the transmission distance of traditional MH scheme into two parts: ring thickness and hop size pair, and a sensor forwards its data by the number of rings equal to the hop size at each transmission unlike only one ring in MH transmission. For a given pair F ¼ ½w; , critical ring is either C 1 or C but the value of critical energy varies with ring thickness w and hop size . Our goal is to find the optimal vector F opt ¼ ½ŵ; so that the critical energy is minimized and thus the overall network lifetime is maximized.
We assume that, C 1 is the critical ring and find the optimal vector F opt ¼ ½ŵ; to optimize critical energy consumed by a sensor in ring C 1 . Later we find that, for optimal vector F opt ¼ ½ŵ;, energy consumption by a sensor in ring C 1 and C are same. Thus, we get the following constraint for C 1 to be the critical ring (see Theorem 1):
Three more trivial constraints, as in (18), (19) , and (20) , that FHS transmission policy should satisfy are: 1) ring thickness w should be greater than or equals to the minimum transmission range (see r con in (6)) required to maintain the network connectivity, 2) hop size be greater or equal to one, and 3) transmission distance of any sensor must not exceed the network radius R h F ð Þ ¼ r con À w 0; ð18Þ
Substitution and simplification of (16) for a sensor in ring C 1 gives the critical energy that needs to be minimized and becomes our objective function
The lifetime optimization using FHS transmission policy can thus be formulated as the following optimization problem: minimize fðFÞ s:t: gðFÞ 0; hðFÞ 0; uðFÞ 0; and vðFÞ 0:
ð22Þ This is a standard nonlinear multiconstraints optimization problem that can be solved analytically using KKT (KarushKuhn-Tucker) conditions. If the constraints in (19) is active, i.e., uðFÞ ¼ 0, we have ¼ 1, which is MH transmission. Similarly, if the constraints in (20) is active, i.e., vðFÞ ¼ 0, we have w ¼ R, which is effectively SH transmission. We already know their behavior from Section 3.3 and [14] . Therefore, for formulating and analyzing FHS policy, constraints (19) and (20) are assumed inactive, i.e., uðFÞ < 0 and vðFÞ < 0; and we minimize the cost function fðFÞ with constraints gðFÞ 0 and hðFÞ 0. Using the KKT conditions, the solution to the optimization problem is
where 1 ! 0, 2 ! 0 and rfðFÞ, rgðFÞ, and rhðFÞ are the gradient vectors. Using the partial derivatives of the functions fðFÞ, gðFÞ, and hðFÞ w.r.t in (23) we get
For (19) and (20) being inactive, i.e., > 1 and w < R, and 2 4, the above equation yields 1 > 0 and hence according to KKT theorem the constraint (17) is active. So,
From Theorem 1, we know that holding equality for constraint (17) leads to equal energy consumption per data cycle by a sensor in ring C 1 and C . Thus, the assumption of C 1 being the critical ring is right. Substitution of the value of w as obtained in (24) in (21) gives a one variable relation consisting only hop size that may be solved analytically for optimal value that satisfy the constraints (18), (19) , and (20) . However, the solution becomes extremely complex, instead here we present a linear time algorithm, namely findOptimalParameters, to find the optimal values for w and maintaining the constraints (18), (19) , and (20) based on the relation obtained in (24).
Algorithm. findOptimalParameters
Step 1: Find a set of candidate vectors, denoted as C C, of ring thickness and hop size pair as follows: C C ¼ f½w ; j½w ; holds ð24Þ, w < R and w ! r con g.
The last two entries as union represent multihop and single-hop transmissions, respectively.
Step 2: Calculate the value of V ð1; w ; Þ (see (16) ) for each vector ½w ; 2 C C which forms the the set ÃðC CÞ ¼ V ð1; w ; Þj½w ; 2 C C È É .
Step 3: Find the optimal vector F opt ¼ ½ŵ; that gives the minimum value in ÃðC CÞ. End
Once the optimal vector, denoted by F opt ¼ ½ŵ;, is decided, each sensor uses a fixed transmission range as determined by (15) 
Distributed implementation and complexity. At the network set up phase, sink broadcasts network parameters (sector radius R, angle at sink , number of sensors n, desired connectivity probability p con , and sink location) to all sensors. Since energy parameters (, , and ) are known, a sensor calculates the value of r con using (6) and determine the set C C locally (using (24)) by increasing hop size gradually. For each candidate pair ½w ; 2 C C, a sensor calculate the value of V ð1; w ; Þ in Step 2 and hence determine their minimum value in Step 3 to identify optimal ring thickness and hop size pair. Using (24), we can show that, as the value of increases, w decreases and their product w increases. Thus, the maximum hop size max is finite and is bounded by the constraints max w max < R and w max ! r con , and the overall complexity of the algorithm is Âð max Þ.
Sensor density requirement. In determining the optimal ring thickness and hop size pair, algorithm findOptimalParameters considers the minimum transmission distance (r con ) required to maintain node connectivity which, in turn, depends on the number of sensors n. As the number of sensors deployed reduces, according to (6) , the value of r con increases, and hence, lower candidate vectors satisfy w ! r con in the Step 1 of the algorithm and eventually finds optimal pair among them in Step 3. Thus, FHS transmission scheme is adaptive with node density.
Performance analysis shows that, network lifetime improves significantly in FHS transmission over SH, MH, and their hybrid transmission policies presented in [14] .
Synchronous Variable Hop Size Transmission
Although optimally obtained vector F opt ¼ ½ŵ; in FHS transmission minimizes the critical energy and improves network lifetime, the following observation in Theorem 2 suggests that further improvement is possible by varying hop size over the network lifetime.
Theorem 2. For a given ring thickness w, the energy consumption per sensor per data cycle in the higher indexed rings (i > ) become higher and in lower indexed rings (i ) become lower with the increase in hop size. Thus, 1. e s ði; w; þ 1Þ < e s ði; w; Þ for i and 2. e s ði; w; þ 1Þ > e s ði; w; Þ for i > .
Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix B. t u Therefore, the hop size plays a vital role in determining the ring whose two sides exhibit two distinct behaviors: reduces energy consumption for inward side and increases energy consumption for outward side with increasing hop size. This leads to a logical conclusion that, varying hop size over lifetime instead of keeping it fixed would result in better distribution of energy usage; hence better network lifetime is expected. In SVHS transmission policy, sensors in all rings concomitantly use the same hop size for the same number of data cycles but the hop size changes over lifetime.
For analysis purpose, SVHS uses the same network and traffic model as used in FHS transmission. The whole sector is divided intol ¼ R=ŵ d e cocentric rings with optimal ring thicknessŵ as obtained in FHS transmission. Let È ¼ ½Èð1Þ; Èð2Þ; . . . ; ÈðlÞ T be a vector with ÈðjÞ as the duty cycle, number of data cycles a sensor use a particular hop size j, 1 j l over the entire lifetime and Bði; jÞ be the energy consumption by a sensor in ring C i per data cycle to transmit its self-generated data, s and relay incoming traffic, I s ði;ŵ; jÞ while hop size is j. Thus, we have the following energy matrix:
B ¼ ½Bði; jÞl Âl ; where Bði; jÞ ¼ e s ði;ŵ; jÞ:
The total energy usage by a sensor in ring C i for the vector È can be calculated as (28) and must be less than or equal to the initial sensor energy, E init . Thus, we have a set ofl constraints as in (29) that must be satisfied while finding optimal È in SVHS transmission
ÈðjÞBði; jÞ; ð28Þ
where I is an identity vector. Another trivial constraint SVHS should satisfy is that, duty cycle for any hop size, i.e., ÈðjÞ s must be greater than or equals to zero. So,
The network lifetime in SVHS transmission, denoted as L svhs , for a particular vector of hop sizes È is
ÈðjÞ:
Our goal is to maximize L svhs by choosing an optimal vector,È. Thus, lifetime maximization using SVHS transmission policy can be formulated as maximize L svhs s:t:
The solution of the above optimization problem using KKT theorem gives (see Appendix C):
where Uði; jÞ and z i are given by (c4) and (c7) in Appendix C, respectively. Moreover, duty cycle for any hop size is the number of complete data cycles and thus must be an integer number. Hence,
The performance of SVHS transmission policy as illustrated in Section 6 shows further improvement in network lifetime over FHS transmission and energy usage among sensor nodes are almost balanced.
Asynchronous Variable Hop Size Transmission
While SVHS transmission achieves better energy distribution and longer lifetime than other policies, all sensors use the same hop size at a given instance and the same set of hop sizes over the entire lifetime. Since each ring's distance from the sink is different, it is more logical and a better energy and load distribution is expected by using a distinct set of hop sizes for each ring. Based on this idea, we propose AVHS transmission policy where each ring employs a distinct set of optimal hop sizes and associated duty cycles over lifetime. In the rest of this section, we formulate traffic and energy consumption model differently for AVHS transmission.
Let =ði; jÞ be the number of data cycles (sends s data at each cycle) a sensor in ring C i use hop size jð1 j iÞ over the entire lifetime. A sensor in the outermost ring (Cl) transmits its self-generated data only. Maintaining continuous flow of incoming and outgoing data at each ring, lifetime is the time for which the data generated in ring Cl is serviced through all the way to the sink. Therefore, the number of data cycles in AVHS transmission policy, i.e., the network lifetime L avhs is equal to the total number of completed data cycles by a sensor in ring Cl and is
The hop size j is i for a sensor in ring C i ; since any hop size greater than i is merely a wastage of energy. Then the total data transmitted by all sensors in ring C i over the entire lifetime are 
Thus, the total traffic that needs to be serviced by all sensors in ring C i throughout its entire life is <ði;ŵÞ ¼ ði;ŵÞ þ }ði;ŵÞ:
In order to maintain flow equilibrium, the sum of incoming traffic and self-generated data, <ði; wÞ in (39), must be equal to the total transmitted data, Àði;ŵÞ in (36), for each ring over the network. Thus, Àði;ŵÞ ¼ <ði;ŵÞ; 1 i l :
From (36) to (40), we get the followingl constraints, namely, flow constraints: 
The energy consumed by a sensor in ring C i for transmitting data using hop size j for =ði; jÞ number of data cycles and the total energy for data transmission over the entire network lifetime are given by 
The total energy consumed by a sensor of ring C i for both reception and transmission of data throughout its lifetime is e r a ði;ŵ; =Þ þ e t a ði;ŵ; =Þ which must be less than or equal to the initial energy storage, E init ; hence, simplification using (37), (42), and (43) gives the followingl constraints, namely, energy constraints:
=ðk; jÞ: 2 þ ðxðk;ŵ; jÞÞ
Our objective is to determine the distinct set of hop sizes (=) used for sensors in each ring that maximizes the overall network lifetime L avhs and satisfies the flow and energy constraints in (41) and (44). Thus, the following optimization problem represents AVHS transmission:
We can convert the above optimization problem into the following standard LP form that can be solved in polynomial time:
where A, X, c, and b are defined below. X ¼ ½x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x p ; x pþ1 ; . . . ; x q T is a vector with x 1 to x p are the decision variables and x pþ1 to x q are the slake variables and defined as x m ¼ =ði; jÞ; 1 m p; 0; pþ 1 j q; & w h e r e p ¼lðl þ 1Þ=2; q ¼ p þl; 1 i l ; 1 j i, and
. . . ; c q T is the coefficient vector of the objective function defined as
T is the right hand side vector of the constraints where
A
ð=Þ s are numbered asl þ 1 to 2l) with a ij being the coefficient of x j in the ith constraint and can be defined as
and j 6 ¼lðl þ 1Þ=2 À i; ÀNði þ m;ŵÞ=Nði;ŵÞ; i <l À 1; 1 m l À i À 1;
0; otherwise:
F or i ¼l :
and 1 m l ; 1; j ¼ p þl; 0; otherwise:
In AVHS transmisison, network lifetime improves significantly compared to the transmission policies in [14] , FHS, and SVHS, and energy usage distribution is completely balanced over the network (see Section 6). Message Overhead. At the network set up phase, sink determines the optimal parameters (ring thickness, hop sizes, and their associated duty cycles) based on the collected information regarding sensor organization/topology and then disseminate them among sensors. In SVHS transmission, sink broadcasts one real and 2l number of integer values and in AVHS transmission sink broadcasts one real and lðl þ 1Þ integer values. The amount of data transmission for this purpose is very low compared to the volume of traffic transmitted in very few data cycles. Moreover, in many applications, sensors could be preprogrammed before deployment with these optimal values, calculated in advance from predefined network parameters.
DISTRIBUTED HEURISTICS FOR SVHS AND AVHS TRANSMISSIONS
In this section, we present heuristics for the distributed implementation of SVHS and AVHS transmission policies proposed in Section 4. First, we analyze the distribution of energy usage among sensors for varying ring thickness and hop size. Such insights identify some inherent patterns which led us to develop relation among hop sizes and their duty cycles that maximizes the network lifetime. In the following, we define a list of parameters related to the heuristics:
. E max ðw z ; jÞ: the critical (maximum) energy consumption by a sensor per data cycle for ring thickness and hop size pair ½w z ; j over all rings. Here, w z is the ring thickness given by (24) for hop size z > 1, orŵ MH as in (11) 
. E min ðw z ; jÞ: the minimum energy consumption by a sensor per data cycle for the pair ½w z ; j over all rings. For ½w z ; j, the minimum energy consuming ring between C 1 to C j is determined as the root of the equation given in Theorem 1(b) and, hereafter, the corresponding ring index be denoted by i min ðw z Þ. For rings C i with i ! j, the energy consumption decreases as ring index increases, since relay traffic decreases while transmission distance remains same. For hop size j, sensors in rings C lzÀjþ1 to C lz have no relay traffic and among them C l z Àjþ1 could have the minimum transmission distance depending on its hop distance from sink. So, E min ðw z ; jÞ ¼ minfe s ði min ðw z Þ; w z ; jÞ; e s ðl z À j þ 1; w z ; jÞg ¼ minfV ði min ðw z Þ; w z ; jÞ;
where l z is the total number of rings for ring thickness w z . . Dðw z ; jÞ: the maximum deviation in energy consumption for the ring thickness and hop size pair ½w z ; j. Such a deviation is a metric for the nonuniformity in energy usage among sensors and is given by Dðw z ; jÞ ¼ E max ðw z ; jÞ À E min ðw z ; jÞ:
Before the development of heuristics, we illustrate the maximum energy usage deviation among sensors for different ring thickness and hop size pairs with example. For ring thickness w z , Dðw z ; jÞ=Dðw z ; zÞ represents the relative deviation in energy consumption when hop size j is used compared to hop size z. Fig. 2 shows relative energy usage deviation with four different ring thicknesses (w 3 , w 4 , w 5 , and w 6 ) by varying hop sizes. All four cases show that, deviation is the minimum when hop size z is used with ring thickness w z as determined in (24). As the hop size j changes either direction, the deviation in the maximum and minimum energy usage increases making energy usage among sensors more nonuniform. Based on this observation, in the following, we propose heuristics for SVHS and AVHS transmissions.
Heuristic for SVHS Transmission. As described in Section 4.4, in SVHS transmission, optimal ring thickness (ŵ) is obtained as a part of the optimal vector F opt ¼ ½ŵ;. The aim in SVHS transmission is to attain uniform energy usage among sensors by varying hop sizes for which the maximum deviation Dðŵ; jÞ is a measure of nonuniformity. The higher is the value of Dðŵ; jÞ compare to Dðŵ;Þ, the more nonuniform is energy usage among sensors and thus the lower is the number of data cycles to use hop size j, 1 j l . Moreover, according to Theorem 1, for ring thicknessŵ, as the hop size j reduces from, ring C 1 become the sole critical ring and according to Theorem 2, energy usage by a sensor in ring C 1 increases whereas the energy usage in the outer rings (C i , i >) decreases. Hence, greater Dðŵ; jÞ and the relatively small number of sensors in C 1 overdrain their energy quickly which is highly undesirable. On the other hand, as the hop size j increases from, ring C become the sole critical ring. Although the energy consumption at the inner rings reduces, the critical energy increases very fast. Based on the above observations, we define following proportionality for the duty cycle of hop size j:
By replacing j ¼, we find the proportionality constant as ÈðÞDðŵ;Þ. Thus, ÈðjÞ : ÈðÞ ¼ Dðŵ;Þ Dðŵ; jÞ
From (47) to (50), it is easily observed that duty cycle ratio ÈðjÞ : ÈðÞ is independent of s and can be calculated in a distributed manner by sensors knowing energy parameters and minimal network parameters, namely, R, , n, and p con . The duty cycle ratio for each hop size can be determined in Âð1Þ time, and thus the overall complexity to find ratios forl hops is ÂðlÞ. Since the value of the number of ringsl is usually small, ÂðlÞ is reasonably a low complexity.
Heuristic for AVHS Transmission. Unlike SVHS transmission, different set of hop sizes are used by sensors located in different rings in AVHS transmission. A sensor in ring C i uses hop sizes 1 to i and =ði; jÞ is the duty cycle for hop size j, 1 j i. Here, we would consider two phenomena in determining =ði; jÞ: 1) how good hop j is in terms of overall energy usage distribution (Dðŵ; jÞ value should be lower), and 2) how good it is for a sensor in ring C i (energy usage e s ði;ŵ; jÞ should be lower). Despite a hop is very energy efficient for sensors in ring C i , it should not be used too frequently if its overall energy behavior is very nonuniform and vice versa. To meet the above criteria, we define =ði; jÞ as follows:
=ði; jÞ / 0; j < minði;Þ; 1 Dðŵ; jÞ Â 1 e s ði;ŵ; jÞ þ e s ði;ŵ;Þ ; j ! minði;Þ: 
Similar to (50), the above ratio is also independent of s and a sensor can determine (51) in a distributed manner in Âð1Þ time. A sensor in ring C i computes a total of i hop sizes, hence the complexity for a ring C i sensor to find all duty cycle ratios is ÂðiÞ, 1 i l .
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present some illustrative numerical results to assess the performance of the proposed transmission policies. The system parameters we used for the computational results in this section are the same as in [14] and are listed in Table 1 . We divide our numerical results into two parts: 1) distribution of energy usage among sensors with ring thickness and hop size in the proposed traffic model, and 2) comparison of proposed transmission policies with the existing SH, MH, and their hybrid transmission schemes in terms of optimal lifetime and energy usage among sensors. Here, we present the result for higher path loss factor ( ¼ 4), since WSNs are usually deployed in hostile terrain. It may be noted that, improvements are even better for low path loss factor ( ¼ 2), but not shown here for space limitation. Here, we illustrate how critical ring and the value of critical energy vary with the choice of ring thickness and hop size. Fig. 3 shows the effect of changing ring thickness on the energy usage by sensors located at various distances from the sink for hop size ¼ 3 with ¼ 4. The ring thickness obtained for ¼ 3 according to (24) is w ¼ 44:86 m and critical ring is either C 1 or C 3 , and the energy consumed by a sensor in the critical ring for 10 4 data cycles is 776 J (two peaks of the circular legend line). Reducing the ring thickness to w1 ¼ w À 10 makes C 1 the sole critical ring and the critical energy increases to 1196.5 J while increasing ring thickness to w2 ¼ w þ 10 makes C 3 the sole critical ring with 1060 J as critical energy. This observation establishes the fact that, for any given hop size, the ring thickness as determined by (24) gives the minimum critical energy. Moreover, for the system parameters as listed in Table 1 , Algorithm 1 yields optimal vector (ring thickness and hop size pair) F opt ¼ ½58:65 m; 2 for path loss factor ¼ 4. The solid bold lines in Fig. 3 shows that critical energy 739.0 J is the minimum when optimal hop size is in use. From Fig. 3 we also observe that, for fixed hop size, energy usage by sensors in the critical ring becomes the bottleneck for the overall network lifetime. Fig. 4 shows the effect of varying hop size on the location of critical ring and the critical energy for a given ring thickness. We vary hop size, from 2 to 6 for ring thickness w ¼ 36:9 m (obtained from (24) for hop size ¼ 4). Critical ring is both C 1 and C 4 for ¼ 4, C 1 for < 4, and C for > 4; hence comply with Theorem 1. Moreover, critical energy is minimum (868.9 J) for hop size 4 among the critical energies because we used ring thickness corresponding to hop size 4. Further details reveal the trend in change in energy consumption by sensors in different rings with changing hop size. For example, when we change hop size from 4 to 5, for sensors in rings 1 to 4, energy consumption per data cycle decreases and for sensors in rings above 4 (5 to l) energy consumption increases. Similar trend is maintained for other hop size changes as well. This observation verifies Theorem 2.
Comparison of Optimal Lifetime and Energy Usage
Fig . 5 shows the distribution of optimal energy usage among sensors having varying distances from the sink in different transmission policies for path loss factor ¼ 4. For system parameters as listed in Table 1 respectively, over multihop transmission. We also found that, for ¼ 2, the improvements in FHS, SVHS, and AVHS are 200, 250, and 300 percent, respectively, over MH. Finally, we investigated the effect of network size on lifetime by varying the network radius and the results are presented in Fig. 7 . Here, we plotted the ratio of the lifetime achievable in Hybrid, FHS, H-SVHS, SVHS, H-AVHS, and AVHS transmission policies w.r.t. MH transmission. With the same initial energy and sensor density, network lifetime decreases exponentially with the increase in network radius as more data need to be relayed by a sensor at each data cycle. But network lifetime achievable by using FHS, H-SVHS, SVHS, H-AVHS, and AVHS transmission policies maintain their superiority in comparison to others irrespective of the network size.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose three transmission policies that achieve increasingly extended network lifetime through improved distribution of energy usage among sensors. The FHS scheme uses an optimally determined ring thickness and hop size pair while SVHS and AVHS schemes vary hop size and its associated duty cycles over the entire lifetime. In SVHS, all sensors use same hop size concomitantly but it is ring-wise different in AVHS scheme. Performance analysis shows substantial improvement of network lifetime (above 130, 150, and 200 percent in FHS, SVHS, and AVHS, respectively, for path loss factor ¼ 4 and above 200, 250, and 300 percent, respectively, for ¼ 2) over the existing single hop, multihop or their hybrid transmission policies irrespective of network size and path loss factor. Energy usage is more uniformly distributed over the rings and critical energy per data cycle is reduced significantly in our policies. Moreover, we presented heuristics for distributed implementation of the proposed transmission policies.
The proposed policies are usable under node mobility as well. When a node moves to a new location, it can recalculate the optimal transmission parameters that will maximize its lifetime based on residual energy and new location. Appropriate regulation of hop sizes and their associated duty cycles based on sensors location can also be utilized to meet the delay requirements for time critical applications. Future work will focus on formulating a delay and mobility aware transmission policy for clustered heterogeneous sensor networks.
APPENDIX A
1. Let ÁE k be the difference of energy consumption by a sensor per data cycle in ring C k þ 1 and C k ; 1 k < , hence ÁE k ¼ e s ðk þ 1; w; Þ À e s ðk; w; Þ
where k ¼ ð2k À 1Þðk þ 1Þ À ð2k þ 1Þk is always positive and an increasing function of k. Thus, ÁE k is an increasing function of k and its value may be positive or negative depending on the parameters like , , , w, , and j. We consider following three cases:
Case I ÁE k > 0; 8k. Energy consumption per data cycle by a sensor increases from ring C 1 to C .
Case II ÁE k < 0; 8k. Energy consumption per data cycle by a sensor decreases from ring C 1 to C .
Case III ðÁE 1 ; . . . ; ÁE kÀ1 Þ < 0 and ðÁE k ; . . . ; ÁE À1 Þ > 0. There exists a k between 2 to À 1 that switches the value of ÁE k from negative to positive and remains positive for subsequent values. This gives the following relation: e s ð1; w; Þ > e s ð2; w; Þ > Á Á Á > e s ðk; w; Þ; e s ðk; w; Þ < e s ðk þ 1; w; Þ < Á Á Á < e s ð; w; Þ:
Considering all three cases we can conclude that a sensor belonging ring C 1 or C has the highest rate of energy consumption per data cycle and thus the critical ring is either C 1 or C for any given ring thickness w and hop size . The energy consumption by a sensor in ring C 1 and C per data cycle are e s ð1; w; Þ and e s ð; w; Þ, respectively. Using (14) to (16) , ring C 1 is the critical ring if e s ð1; w; Þ ! e s ð; w; Þ;
It is obvious that, in case of equality, the values for e s ð1; w; Þ and e s ð; w; Þ will be same. 
